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【Evaluation Criteria】

Class Participation, including in class worksheets, etc.: 40%

Five Quizzes: 30%

Final Project: 30%

【Reference Books】

【Related URL】

The course elearning site will be available upon registration.

【Notes】

This syllabus is tentative. The final version will be handed out in class, and put on the course's elearning site.

Tue 5/ Fri 5

【Course Description】

This course studies the major political and social transformations that have affected China, Japan and Korea from the 19th

century and the present day. The survey begins with an overview of these societies respective histories prior to 1800, and

then shifts to looking at the impact of western imperialism on east Asia. The class will then examine Japanese imperialism,

and cultural interactions between Asia and Europe/North America, WWII, and the emergence of east Asian economic and

political influence from the 1980s

【Preparation for Class】

KC3026   Modern East Asian History

【Review of Class】

【Class Goals】

VESEY Alexander Marshall 

【Remarks for Class】

Yokohama

To gain a general understanding of east Asia’s modern social and political history.

To to examine the origins of tensions over historical memory that continue to influence the relationships between Japan,

Korea and China.

To consider the impact of these transformations on Japan.

Readings will be available in the library, or via the university's online course site. 

This class is reading and writing intensive. All students should have the language skills required for a third-year course in an

American or UK university.

【Texts】

【Course Schedule】

Class Sessions

1. Introduction.

2. Survey of East Asia before 1800

3. The Advent of Western Imperialism in Asia

4. Japan’s Response: The Meiji State

5. A Cosmopolitan Space: Yokohama

6. The fall of the Qing Dynasty and China’s struggle to redefine its polity

7. Japanese, Russian, and Chinese struggles over the Korean Peninsula

8. A Cosmopolitan Space: Harbin

9. An Orientalist Interlude: Photography and western visions of Asia

10. Primary source readings.

11. From Taisho democracy to ultranationalism and militarism

12. Warlords and the Guomindang in China

13. Japanese colonialism in Northern China

14. Japanese colonialism in Korea: R. Kim’s "Lost Names"

15. WWII in East Asia

16. The rebuilding of Japan

17. Modern Korea’s emergence from imperialism

18. China under the CCP pt. 1

19. China under the CCP pt. 2

20. The Vietnam War from the prespective and Asian nations

21. Japan and War Memory: The Yasukuni Shrine Issue

22. Korea and the memories of WWII and the Korean War

23. Modern Chinese views on history and the state

24. East Asia as a center of culture

25. Concluding Thoughs for UC Students

26. Research Meetings

27. Research Meetings

28. Research Meetings

29. Research Meetings

30. Writing a paper and follow-up lectures

In addition to reviewing notes for each class, this course will require a final research paper, and students will be expected to

do that work simultaneously with the weekly readings. You should devote 4 hrs. per week to review.

All students are expected to read beforehand the materials required for each class, and all should take notes of classroom

discussions. Writing assignments will also be submitted at the start of class. You should devote 4 hrs. per week to

preparation.
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